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C R O S S W O R D

S U D O K U

YESTERDAY’S SOLUTION

YESTERDAY’S SOLUTION

How to play
Place a number in the empty boxes in 
such a way that each row across, each 
column down and each 9-box square 
contains all of the numbers from one 
to nine.

Y O U R  S T A R  T O D A Y

Aries
You may end up scaring people with your dramatic, 
emotional outbursts, Aries. Your behaviour is likely 
to be erratic. The smallest things could set you off on 
a crazy tirade. The root of these issues probably has 
to do with a need to be loved, and you feel like others 
don’t give you the attention you think you deserve. 

Taurus
You might surprise a few people with your words and 
actions, which could seem out of character for you, 
Taurus. Don’t be surprised if you don’t think or act 
like your normal self. There is a streak of the oddball 
inside you that wants to have its day in the spotlight. 

Gemini
You could feel like a giant wrecking ball that’s anxious 
to break down existing structures. Perhaps you’re 
upset about a new development in your town, the 
country’s political system, or the power structure 
within your home. Regardless of the exact reason, 
you’re certain that change needs to happen in order 
to make progress. 

Cancer
Keep pen and paper close by, Cancer, and have the 
number of the patent office on hand. You’re apt to 
come up with some original ideas that could be revo-
lutionary. You’re likely be more intrigued by gadgets 
and electronic devices than usual. You have the power 
to make cunning observations about how things work. 

Leo
You may have endless ideas streaming through your 
head but little patience to see any of them through to 
the end, Leo. Perhaps you’re so busy jumping from 
one thought to the next that you don’t take any of 
them far enough to know whether or not they’re 
worth pursuing.

Virgo
It’s OK to change your opinion, Virgo. You may pride 
yourself on being the solid one who always has an 
answer or knows exactly where to go. You may look 
upon others as flaky, indecisive, or fickle. It’s impor-
tant that you not shut down your thinking after making 
a decision about something. 

Libra
You may feel a strong need to express your individ-
uality, Libra. You don’t want to blend into the herd, 
unseen as you walk down the street. You want to be 
the sheep with the blue wool, the person skipping 
instead of walking. Find a place or group that lets you 
be yourself and not worry about what other people 
think about your style. 

Scorpio
Going with the flow may not necessarily appeal to you 
today, Scorpio. This is one time when you may want 
to be the fish swimming upstream while the school 
heads downstream. Feel free to go your own way re-
gardless of what others have to say about it. You may 
get pressured by your loved ones to act a certain way 
or go somewhere special. 

Sagittarius
There are a few emotional surprises coming your way, 
Sagittarius. You might act a certain way under normal 
circumstances, but today you’re apt to take a com-
pletely different route. Perhaps you don’t know why 
you suddenly feel comfortable about a situation that 
you’d normally be quite skeptical about. Nevertheless, 
this feeling is possible. 

Capricorn
You’re apt to need emotional freedom, Capricorn. 
Perhaps you sense that you’re being coerced or ma-
nipulated into feeling a certain way and feel trapped 
in the situation. If you can distance yourself, you’re 
likely to see that you’re indeed getting caught up in 
someone else’s drama. 

Aquarius
Take inventory of your habits and behaviours, Aquari-
us. Look to certain patterns and note the ones that do 
and don’t work for you. You’ll more than likely feel 
an urge to break free from repetition and create new 
paths that allow for other opportunities to come along. 

Pisces
You may feel smothered by certain individuals and 
loved ones who hang on you like barnacles on a rock, 
Pisces. You’re a big part of their emotional support sys-
tem and they rely on you for strength. Today, however, 
you could get frustrated by this extra weight. 

B E E T L E  B A I L E Y

Across

1- Latin love; 5- Quick and active; 10- Auto loan figs.; 14- Ha-
waii’s state bird; 15- Dog-___ (like some used books); 16- Period; 
17- Paddle wheel; 19- “Star Trek” role; 20- Title of reverence 
for God; 21- Surprised; 23- Snake; 25- ___ a time; 26- Provide; 
28- Feel deep sadness; 31- Fly like an eagle; 34- Building wings; 
36- How some losses are shown; 37- Belief; 38- Soon; 40- “___ 
tu” (Verdi aria); 41- Dens; 43- Travel on; 44- Highland hillside; 
45- Potentate; 47- Bird of prey; 49- Curved moldings; 51- Wurst; 
55- Stop progressing; 58- Followed; 59- Step; 60- Outline; 

62- Put ___ on it!; 63- “Oklahoma!” aunt; 64- Enter; 65- Neat; 
66- Stony gray; 67- Ballpark figs.;

Down
1- Nobelist Sadat; 2- Gettysburg general; 3- Successful; 4- Go in 
again; 5- Perplex; 6- College cheer; 7- Angers; 8- Take care of; 9- 
“Constant Craving” singer; 10- Refrain voluntarily; 11- Poultryman; 
12- Dominion; 13- Poker variety; 18- Shower; 22- Outfit anew; 
24- Swiss mathematician; 27- “Dallas” matriarch; 29- Aloe ___; 30- 
“What I Am” singer Brickell; 31- Immature herring; 32- Anthem 
opener; 33- Protein building block; 35- Fountain treats; 38- Ruhr 
Valley city; 39- Denying; 42- Shaggy; 44- Assail; 46- Tantalizes; 48- 
Island feast; 50- Motionless; 52- Choir section; 53- Understand?; 
54- Utopias; 55- Petty quarrel; 56- Anklebones; 57- Ms. Fitzgerald; 
61- Worked (up);


